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	Professional SharePoint 2007 Development (Programmer to Programmer), 9780470117569 (0470117567), Wrox Press, 2007
If you're a .NET or Microsoft Office developer, this book gives you the tools to utilize the entire SharePoint platform. It offers practical insights that will help you take advantage of this integrated suite of server capabilities along with specific examples of how to implement classes of solutions on top of the platform. You'll be able to apply this information in order to create a collaborative environment and build web-based applications.
   You'll build your SharePoint foundation on the solid details provided on SharePoint technologies, architecture, and development tools. The core of the book takes you into the key areas of development on SharePoint: base platform, collaboration, enterprise search, enterprise content management (ECM), records management (RM), document management (DM), web content management (WCM), workflow, electronic forms, and business intelligence. With these skills, you will be able to set up a SharePoint environment that enhances productivity and delivers rich-looking sites.   

   What you will learn from this book   

   

	All about the Microsoft® Application Platform, WSS 3.0, MOSS 2007, and SharePoint's relationship to ASP.NET    
	
       What tools you'll need and how to build your development environment    

    
	
       Ways to enhance collaboration using calendars, tasks, issues, lists, and e-mail events    

    
	
       Techniques for developing applications with RSS, blogs, and wikis    

    
	
       Strategies for using enterprise search, XML, and XSLT    

    
	
       How to create solutions integrating custom workflows and e-forms    

    


   Who this book is for   

   This book is for ASP.NET, .NET, and Microsoft Office developers who want to learn SharePoint development. .NET code examples are given in C#.   

   Wrox Professional guides are planned and written by working programmers to meet the real-world needs of programmers, developers, and IT professionals. Focused and relevant, they address the issues technology professionals face every day. They provide examples, practical solutions, and expert education in new technologies, all designed to help programmers do a better job.   

   Enhance Your Knowledge   

   Advance Your Career     

       About the Author


   Consultant, author, and coach John Alexander is a recognized Microsoft Certified Trainer (MCT), Microsoft Certified Solution Developer (MCSD) and has served as the Microsoft regional director for the Kansas City region for the last nine years. Experienced in the delivery of scalable, stable, and open enterprise-level .NET Web applications, John is an industry-recognized trainer, consultant, speaker, and writer on the Microsoft .NET vision and implementation at both the technical and business decision-maker level. He has also coached several teams of developers, including one that was directly responsible for placing their organization on CIO magazine’s Agile 100 list. You can reach John at john@alexanderjulian.net. John is a principal with Alexander & Julian Inc, a Microsoft Partner specializing in Microsoft SharePoint Server 2007 and custom .NET development. Known for excellence in software delivery, Alexander & Julian prides itself on solving business challenges with innovative solutions.   
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Virtualization of Universities: Digital Media and the Organization of Higher Education Institutions (Innovation, Technology, and Knowledge Management)Springer, 2011

	The purpose of this volume is to shape conceptual tools to understand the impact of new information and communication technologies (ICTs) on the organization of universities. Traditional research-based universities, the most typical representatives of the higher education system, find themselves challenged by the speed and the wide range of...


		

Working with Microsoft FAST Search Server 2010 for SharePointMicrosoft Press, 2012

	
	
		Should you care about search? The answer is “Yes!” However, the reason you should
	
		care constantly changes. Back in 1997 when FAST was founded, most people
	
		viewed search as a mature and commoditized technology. AltaVista was the leader
	
		in web search and Verity had won the enterprise search race. Internet...


		

Ultimate Explanations of the UniverseSpringer, 2010
We humans are collectively driven by a powerful - yet not fully explained - instinct to understand. We would like to see everything established, proven, laid bare. The more important an issue, the more we desire to see it clarified, stripped of all secrets, all shades of gray. What could be more important than to understand the Universe and...





	

Programming Java 2 Micro Edition for Symbian OS : A developer's guide to MIDP 2.0 (Symbian Press)John Wiley & Sons, 2004
In 2001, Symbian’s first book devoted to Java on Symbian OS was
published. Jonathan Allin’s Wireless Java for Symbian Devices (WJSD)
provided an in-depth exposition targeted at programming PersonalJava
on Symbian OS. The embedded Java story has moved on a lot in two
years and so has Symbian’s implementation, so...

		

Advances in Computers, Volume 61: Architectural IssuesAcademic Press, 2004
Emphasizes architectural issues in the design of new hardware and software system.     

       The series covers new developments in computer technology. Most chapters present an overview of a current subfield within computer science, with many citations, and often include new developments in the field by the authors of the individual...

		

Fowler-Nordheim Field Emission: Effects in Semiconductor Nanostructures (Springer Series in Solid-State Sciences, Vol. 170)Springer, 2012

	This monograph solely presents the Fowler-Nordheim field emission (FNFE) from semiconductors and their nanostructures. The materials considered are quantum confined non-linear optical, III-V, II-VI, Ge, Te, carbon nanotubes, PtSb2, stressed materials, Bismuth, GaP, Gallium Antimonide, II-V, Bi2Te3, III-V, II-VI, IV-VI and HgTe/CdTe...
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